Guideline ‘How to search for courses’ at the Department of Informatics at TUM:

1. First of all you need to check in our Module Catalog, which courses you are interested in. http://www.in.tum.de/en/for-students-of-the-tum/teaching-studies/modules-and-study-courses/module-catalog.html

2. By clicking on the IN-Module Code you find the module description of the course in English and German; just click on the pdf-symbol besides the name. In this Module Catalog all courses of our department are indicated, easily identified by IN.....
3. When you have made your choice, check TUMonline for the time and the place of the courses. [https://campus.tum.de/tumonline/webnav.ini](https://campus.tum.de/tumonline/webnav.ini)

4. Switch first to English at the top bar on the very right. Then click for courses at the search function.
5. **Then fill in the IN-Module Code** of the course you are interested in. You find the course at the Module Catalogue of the Department of Informatics. (see slide 1)

6. Click **English** at Search Range (=> titles of search results are in English)

7. Indicate as language of instruction **English** (=> search list will show courses taught in English)

8. Choose Academic Year **2013/14** and semester **Winter**.

9. Then click for search and you will get the result (here exemplary IN2064 Machine Learning)
10. Click on the title of your search result to learn more about it via the pop-up window. Then click on **Scheduled dates**, where you will find place and time of the course. Further you will see who is the lecturer, his/her chair and the contact details.

**ECTS are not indicated in TUMonline but in our Module Catalogue!**
11. At a new window you will see the dates of the course as well as the room/location. By clicking on the room you will find a map of the location. (click on the link in the column *Place*). Most courses are in the building of our Department in Garching Research Centre (address: Boltzmannstr. 3), some at the TUM Business Campus Garching Hochbrück (*U6 Station Garching Hochbrück*), indicated via the address *Parking*. (see for map: [http://www.ma.tum.de/foswiki/pub/ Studium/Hochbrueck/LageplanBusinessCampus.jpg](http://www.ma.tum.de/foswiki/pub/ Studium/Hochbrueck/LageplanBusinessCampus.jpg))

12. Courses of other departments (e.g. Electrical Engineering and Business Administration) are also in the city centre!

13. Be aware that for some courses, e.g. lab courses, seminars or tutorials/exercises, the location is not fixed yet. *Please check also the webpages of the respective chairs/lecturers!!* (click on name in the window 'course – detail view')
14. A detailed description of all modules of TUM can also be found directly via the module catalogs in TUMonline. Please click on the corresponding departments at the left, then you can reach the Module Catalog.